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About This Game

Hobbit Village was once a peaceful place, but tragedy struck when a hobbit named Sam found a magical artifact.
Unintentionally plunging the village into a terrible war, Sam became hated and despised by his friends and neighbors.

Now the war is over, but the village still blames Sam. Determined to help the suffering hobbits, he partners with a witch named
Alice to restore the village and drive away the darkness around it.

Help Sam and Alice collect the materials they need from each of the five nearby islands! Match elements, use tools, and use
your puzzle-solving skills to drive back the enemies of Hobbit Village and restore it to its former glory.

Game Features:
- An exciting story about a witch, a hobbit, and their friends as they fight to save the village

- 74 challenging match-3 levels
- 20 village upgrades to build with materials gathered from 5 islands

- A charming cast of characters facing a dangerous enemy
- A beautiful soundtrack to set the stage for Alice’s quest
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Title: The Enthralling Realms
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
e-FunSoft Games
Publisher:
e-FunSoft Games
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 75 MB available space

Sound Card: Standard

English
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Super hot is a hot take on old matrix type shoot em up games where time only moves when you move.

The VR game is not the same game.

Its a bit short, but challenging and fun for as long as it is.

the weapons are all pretty fun to use despite being so simple in nature.

Its a fun little game to grab on sale
Despite being a pretty basic concept I think it might really get the ball rolling on good innovations in basic shooters.

its a fun concept with a partial backstory and a fresh take on the genre.

6.75\/10
. The nostalgia trip is real. It's great to finally see this gem from the late 80's being re-released on Steam. Prepare for that
frustration you once felt, hopefully you can resist to smash your keyboard as you retry the same level over and over again. Great
puzzle game, would recommend any day.. Before you read the review, I just want to say Im being completely serious when I say
something. Let's start the review then.

First, I'll start off by saying, screw what people think abou the bad graphics of this game. The game itself is VERY enjoyable
and you will at times encounter moments that are nothing but hilarious. The fast-paced run 'n' gun is extremely fun, and it really
kills time effectively. And this game is actually active. There are usually up to 20 servers with people playing on each of them.

If you're somebody looking for a fast paced game that can also run on a low-end PC, this game is for you. As long as you're not
gonna complain about the graphics, I personally enjoyed this game a lot and still do to this day. It really could have done better
with a few more game modes and maps, but the game itself is great. Fast paced, simple and fun.. A unique experience that
makes you question what is real, and what is in the mind.. its a good video for the next major apart from the clear mistakes
scout awp sound
gaben plz fix

ps gaben plz bless me with the cobble case plz. SPICY. 11\/10 would recomend to a friend.. Rest in peace MNC one of my
favorite games of all time :'(. This is a good fun game and the community is small as of right now but none the less its a
community and you can play with your friends which makes it even better! I would get this if its on sale!
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Pros: the game has a nice intro level with relaxing harp music and an ominous heavy breathing sound from one of the monsters.
So it had an impact on me straight away! The gameplay itself is lively if a tad simplistic (it is certainly an "arcade" game).
Graphics are good and I felt no sickness playing it through the Rift. Cons: though you can play it with the Touch controllers
there is a limit to what you can do (for example you cannot pick up weapons or throw objects). And there is no save game
option, though given the arcade nature of the game this may be acceptable. Overall a decent VR game for the money.. Its Chip's
Challenge, same game it was back then. Was thrilled when I found it on steam on sale for $0.99. Worth the money because even
after all these years its still a solid game. I'd even say its worth buying at the full price of $1.99!. Epic in a lot of way and deep in
its construction. Some flaws here and there, the conception is a little rigid. Character customization, stats and branching choices
sometimes don't matter much or in the contrary too much. At the end, I had the feeling that there is only a few right way to play
it through despite some choices really matters and despite the narration really changing (it's actually impressive, for whom have
some experience in this kind of game) depending on your character and his/her choices. Still, it kept me passionately reading
and restarting a few times, experiencing multiple relationship. Good cast of characters. Each chapter has its own characteristics,
calm and tense scenes. Very balanced, I appreciated the work done and the thinking made in the development.. This game is lots
of fun! Very easy to pick up, hard to put down. Looking forward to the implementation of cell phone controllers and perhaps
some new items. I have no idea what all the developers have in store, but even at its current price point, is well worth the couch
fun with buddies.. Great RTS/RPG/fantasy game from 2006, unfortunately running on Windows 7 we desynced after about 30
minutes playing two heroes versus two AI's. Also not very many maps which is a very minor issue. Really wish the publisher
would release an enhanced version for Windows 7 and up. I like this game enough that I have multiple CDs, the GoG version,
and the Steam version. Worth getting for at least the single player game play and I thought we had the GoG version (should be
identical to Steam version) working in the past without desync issues but not certain the mix of hardware, might have been some
or all Windows XP.
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